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Latin roots
cent = 100 
pos = put, place

ped = foot
cept = take

meter = measure

Words to Spell and Read
1. concentrate concentrated concentration centimeter

2. centipede excite excitement excitedly

3. except exception exceptional accept

4. acceptable concept deception intercept

5. noticeable unnoticed practice practically

6. impractical pose position expose

7. exposition compose composition composer

8. decompose decomposition propose proposal

Review Words  
9. misstatement unmistakable unashamed incomplete

10. declined promoted reclining recliner

Challenge Words  What do these words mean?

11. predecessor centennial bicentennial existence

12. persevere perseverance nonadjacent incapacitate

13. translucent disposition precipice unreceptive

14. specimen recede concise reciprocal

Lesson 2A:  ce, ci, cy 

The “Real Rules” 
• The markers e, i, and y make the c say /s/.
• Throw away the extra marker when adding a suffix.
• Throw away the marker when adding a suffix that begins with a or o (-able and

al) unless you need the marker.

Sample Pages
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Lesson 2A   Name___________________________
Add suffixes and prefixes. Write the words in the boxes.  Read the words.

Base Word Add:  un- and -ed Add:  un- and - able

accept

Base Word Add:  im- and -al Add:  -al + -ly

practice

Base Word Add:  -i  and -tion Add:  -ing

compose

decompose

Read the meanings.  What word does it define?  Write the word in the blank.

put together music or art

focus attention

put forward a plan

receive something

to get rotten

more than ordinary

What do these prefixes mean?  Write the correct prefix under the definition. 

with, together again, back for, support not, opposite of

Matching. Draw a line from the Latin root to its meaning. 

meter
cent
cline

100
lean
measure

pose
plete
mot

place, put 
move
fill

propose
accept

compose
decompose
concentrate

practical
exceptional

com- pro- re- un-

Sample Pages



Lesson 2B:  ce, ci, cy

Latin roots
cent = 100 
pos = put, place

ped = foot
cept = take

meter = measure

Words to Spell and Read
1. centimeter centipede excitable acceptable

2. unacceptable exception exceptionally concept

3. misconception preconception intercept deceptive

4. deceptiveness inception receptionist unreceptive

5. unnoticed noticeably practically impractical

6. pose disposition composition proposal

7. proposition impose imposition decompose

8. decomposition expose exposition transpose

Review Words  
9. unmistakably misstatement incomplete replete

10. depleted demoted remotely inclined

Challenge Words  What do these words mean?

11. predecessor presupposition juxtaposition accentuated

12. susceptible inaccessible bicentennial perseverance

13. nonadjacent precipice translucent incessant

14. specimen facetious vacillate precipitous

The “Real Rules” 
• The markers e, i, and y make the c say /s/.
• Throw away the extra marker when adding a suffix.
• Throw away the marker when adding a suffix that begins with a or o (-able and

al) unless you need the marker.
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Lesson 2B Name_______________________________

Add suffixes and prefixes. Write the words in the boxes.  Read the words.

Base Word Add:  un- and -ed Add:  -able + -ly

notice

Base Word Add:  im- and -al Add:  -al + -ly

practice

Base Word Add:  -i  and -tion Add:  -ing

decompose

propose

Read the meanings.  What word does it define?  Write the word in the blank.

put together music or art

focus attention

a suggested plan

force something on others

to get rotten

more than ordinary

What do these prefixes mean?  Write the correct prefix under the definition. 

with, together again, back for, support not, opposite of

Matching. Draw a line from the Latin root to its meaning. 

meter
cent
cline

100
lean
measure

pose
plete
mot

place, put 
move
fill

proposal
impose

compose
decompose
concentrate

practical
exceptional

com- pro- re- un-

Sample Pages
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Lesson 2           Name____________________________________
Build-A-Word 
Write the new words using the Latin root pose which means "put or place."  Many of these 
words also have different forms such as compose, compost, composite, composition.  What 
do these new words mean?

com +  pose = compose
put together, create

de + com +  pose =
stop being put together; take apart

re +  pose =
put back, lie back

sup +  pose =
put as a possibility; to put as an opinion

de +  pose =
put down. take out of place

im +  pose =
put your needs above others

super + im +  pose =
put down on top of something; attach

ex +  pose =
put out for others to see

over + ex +  pose =
put out for others to see too much

under + ex +  pose =
put out for others to see but not enough

dis +  pose =
put away

pre + dis +  pose =
put aside beforehand;

pro +  pose =
put forth, suggest

op +  pose =
place against

pur +  pose =
put forth as an end; reason something is done

justa +  pose =
put side by side in order to compare

trans + pose =
put in a different place; to reverse order

Sample Pages




